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Honor Council introduces Integrity Campaign to revitilize academic honesty
Amy Sandquist & Justin Jones
News Editor & Staff Writer

This week, the Lawrence
University Honor Council publicized a new initiative called the
Integrity Campaign. The council
hopes the campaign will help preserve and enliven the LU Honor
Code in the face of mounting endof-term pressure.
President Beck announced
the beginning of the campaign at
last week’s convocation, sporting
a new blue wristband embossed
with the Honor Code acronym and
the word “integrity.”
LUHC co-chair Ilsa Tone
explained that the Integrity
Campaign is designed to do two
things. First, Tone noted, “The
Integrity Campaign is an effort to
provide a more visible and more
positive image of the LU Honor
System and Honor Council.”
Second, the campaign works to
dissuade students from cheating
and plagiarizing during the end of
the term, arguably the most stressful time of the trimester.
Tone explained, “This is a
stressful time for everyone — and
the end of the term is the Council’s
busiest [time] as more assignments are due and professors are
bringing more allegations forward
— but we hope that people will be
reminded that unfairly advancing
their own academic pursuits hurts
their fellow Lawrentians, their professors and the Lawrence community.”
During the past week, the
Honor Council distributed blue

wristbands on the second floor
of the Warch Campus Center. On
Tuesday, Feb. 15, members passed
out wristbands to faculty and staff
members before a faculty meeting.
Tone said, “We passed out
bands to the professors and staff
[members] as they came in, and
most of them signed a large poster
that had the honor code acronym
on it. We also had a photographer
there to photograph professors
proudly wearing their bands.”
She continued, “These pictures
we will make into posters that say,
for example ‘Professor Spurgin
supports integrity,’ with the hopes
of conveying how important the
Honor System is to professors and
the Lawrence community.”
Claire de Rochefort-Reynolds,
LUHC co-chair, expressed her
enthusiasm, stating, “The launch
yesterday was so well received by
the faculty that we can’t help but
feel heartened by their support.”
LUHC continued to table from
Wednesday until Friday, and in
addition to handing out blue bracelets, council members encouraged
students to sign a poster to reaffirm the honor code.
The Integrity Campaign is partially a reaction to the increased
number of honor code violations
made over the past year and a half.
Tone explained, “Last year we
had a record number of 30 allegations with 24 heard cases, and we
are on track to surpass it with 15
cases so far this year.”
De Rochefort-Reynolds added,
“We would love for there to be no
cases at all.”
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Both Tone and de RochefortReynolds feel that the honor code
should be celebrated as a positive
aspect of life at Lawrence, not as a
harsh system of punishment.
Said Tone, “We want people
to want to live and learn in an
environment of trust and integrity.
That is why our project is intended
to promote integrity and celebrate

an honor system that is unique to
Lawrence, and get away from this
idea that the Honor Council functions only as a punitive force.”
De Rochefort-Reynolds stated,
“We [...] are a unique group of students. We have diverse interests,
backgrounds, goals and personalities, but we all have one important
thing in common: integrity. More

than trying to put an end to Honor
Council cases, this is what our
Integrity Campaign is all about —
encouraging people to show on the
outside the strong character they
have on the inside.”

SLUG organizes and plans to host student-initiated agriculture conference
Tammy Tran
Staff Writer

Source: weatherbug.com

5-DAY
WEATHER
FORECAST

SLUG will be hosting the
Student Initiative in Sustainable
Agriculture Conference April 2
and 3 at Lawrence University.
Launched by seniors Sophie
Patterson and Oren Jakobson, the
SISA conference is aimed at facilitating exchange between college
students dedicated to sustainable
gardening and farming initiatives.
“The mission of SLUG,” stated
Jakobson, “is to educate ourselves,
our peers, the Lawrence community and the greater Fox Cities
community about sustainable agriculture and growing healthy food.”
The Sustainable Lawrence
University Garden was introduced
to the Lawrence campus in 2005
after being proposed in an environmental studies symposium on
sustainable agriculture. Since then,
SLUG has thrived as a student-run

organization, doubling as a business that grows and sells produce
to Bon Appétit.
Said Patterson, “Student
involvement in SLUG has been
growing a lot over the last couple
of years. We’ve been going to conferences and have been trying to
work with different community
organizations and schools.”
When attending these conferences, Patterson and Jakobson
recognized that the sustainable
programming was often inapplicable to university gardens such
as SLUG.
“Most of the conferences were
dedicated to people who have
land, were not working in a university setting and were older than
us,” stated Patterson. “They were
just in different context and had
a completely different approach.”
This inspired Patterson to propose the idea of the SISA conference at Lawrence, specifically

focused on student-run gardens,
farms and related projects.
“Because interest in the environment is growing at Lawrence
and around the U.S — especially
in young people — we decided
to have this conference to teach
people about what we’re doing and
have people teach us about what
they’re doing,” she stated.
The conference will include
presentations by students from
Lawrence, UW-Madison, University
of Minnesota-Twin Cities, Michigan
State University, Macalester
College, Northland College and
St. Olaf College. These students
have experience in student-run
gardens and farms that are similar
or more advanced than the ones at
Lawrence.
Most conference attendants
will be staying overnight at

See SLUG on page 2
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Lifeline grant supports identity through mask decorating event
Maija Anstine
Staff Writer

Students, faculty, staff and
their families gathered Feb. 13
in the Buchanan Kiewit Wellness
Center multipurpose room to create masks as part of the Lifeline
connecting grant.
The three-year, $300,000 grant,
geared toward suicide prevention
on college campuses, sponsored
the event. Assistant Director of
Counseling Services Paul Valencic,
Director of the Center for Teaching
and Learning Julie Haurykiewicz,
Assistant Dean of Students for
Multicultural Affairs Pa Lee
Moua and Associate Director of
Counseling Services Jerri Kahl
formed the core organizational

team for the event.
Different shapes of masks and
craft supplies were available for
decorating the roughly 40 masks
produced on Sunday. Participants
were also encouraged to bring
their own materials.
“It was like a buffet in a way,”
said Haurykiewicz.
The masks will be on display for one week in the Warch
Campus Center gallery, starting
next Monday.
“Each person was able to represent themselves in a unique way,”
said Kahl. “When [participants] are
done, they kind of look back and
say ‘yeah, this is me.’”
Emma Blair ’11 made her mask
“basically through just grabbing
what appealed to me at the craft

station, and then going with the
flow,” ending up with a mask that
“went the nature route.”
Student assistant for the
Suicide Prevention Grant and
Wellness Committee president
Kelsey Cavanagh-Strong ’11 commented that it was “interesting
to see how different people decorated their mask and interpreted
the idea of ‘presenting’ the mask
that you either share with the public or hide.”
Participants were also able to
write a narrative to accompany
their mask, explaining its significance, either anonymously or with
their name attached. These narratives will be on display alongside
the masks in the Warch Campus
Center gallery.

“We all wear a mask — actors,
people in general,” explained Kahl.
“Underneath, we’re all human
beings. We have similar hopes and
dreams and fears.”
For Kahl, the masks gave participants the opportunity to represent either the side of themselves that they present to society or the side that they conceal.
Haurykiewicz called this “the
theme of what do we reveal and
what do we hide?”
Said Haurykiewicz, “It was fun
thinking of community in terms
of how we connect through what
we reveal to each other.” One of
the grant’s primary goals is to
help people feel more connected,
according to Kahl.
The Lifeline committee hopes

to repeat the event in the spring
and is considering making it an
ongoing activity. Kahl mentioned
that the masks may be involved in
a possible creative collaboration
with James G. and Ethel M. Barber
Professor of Theatre and Drama
Kathy Privatt, turning “a static art
project into dance.”
Plans for other upcoming
grant-sponsored activities include
the QPR — Question, Persuade,
Refer — training available to all
faculty, students and staff, which
prepares participants to communicate with people they think might
be at risk for suicidal behavior.
More information on the
Lifeline grant and QPR training is
available at http://www.lawrence.
edu/lifeline.

Forum explores being LGBT in the African American community
Laura Steyle
Staff Writer

The second Black History
Month series forum of the term,
put on by the Black Organization
of Students, was held this Tuesday,
Feb. 15.
The forum began with the
whole room reading the title aloud:
“’No Homo’: The Stigma of being
LGBT in the African American
Community.”
The event continued to encourage participation, with audience
members first reading aloud the
rules of the forum and the questions prepared by BOS and then
being encouraged to submit comments and ask questions of the
five panelists.
Marvanna Avery-Cash, the

acting vice president of BOS,
explained, “The main intention for
these forums are to spread awareness, discussion and promote
healthy and factual understanding
of issues, whether historical or
cultural, to not only our group, but
the campus and community.”
The panel was made up of five
members: four African American
Lawrence students and an African
American community member, all
of whom identify as either homosexual or bisexual. Not all members of the panel have come out
to families, friends and employers,
and for this reason, some names
will be withheld from this article.
Between each question, BOS
showed television clips of cultural
icons who denounce homosexuality in various ways. They showed

music videos of rappers such as
Busta Rhymes and Lil’ Wayne, demonstrating that while their lyrics
are often homoerotic, these celebrities refuse to openly support
members of the LGBT community,
obsessively using the phrase “no
homo” in their songs and in their
commentary.
One of the first questions
broadcast on the screen was
whether it is it more difficult to
be an African American or a homosexual in today’s society.
To answer the question, panelist Alex Ajayi stated, “In the
black community, a lot of us were
brought up with the resources to
fight racism […] it’s part of our
conscious. We care about how people deal with it.”
He went on to say that, regard-

ing being an African American who
is also homosexual, that “there’s
really no book as to how to deal
with that.”
Isake Smith reminded the audience that, while the LGBT community’s fight for its constitutional rights is similar to the Civil
Rights movement of the 1950s and
‘60s, racial discrimination has not
ended to the extent that the world
can move onto simply fight for
LGBT rights.
Smith said, “I still have to deal
with […] racism. I have to deal with
walking down College Avenue, and
having people scream things at me,
and having people throw things at
me, having people spit at me. I also
have walked down College Avenue
holding my girlfriend’s hand and
had people scream things at me,

and had people spit at me.”
After the forum, panelist
Leonard Hayes said, “I believe that
forums that discuss issues about
GLBT are very important for the
Lawrence campus, because [they]
allow people outside of the GLBT
community to think about how
their views — political or religious
— words — kind or harsh — and
actions — good or bad — affect
the people in the GLBT spectrum.”
The next BOS forum in the
Black History Month series will
happen Monday, Feb. 21 from 8
to 9 p.m. in the Campus Center
Cinema. The topic will be “Africa:
Seeing Beyond the Western
Stereotypes.”

Warch Campus Center contracts company to provide music in café
Maggie Brickner
Staff Writer

Recently, the café has undergone some noticeable changes in
its sound system. Café employees now announce order numbers
over a microphone, while recorded
music is played throughout the
day.
These new changes started out
as a way to create a more professional, relaxing atmosphere in the
café. Junior Jake Woodford, the
student who oversaw the café’s
installation of sound equipment,
explained some benefits of the new
system.
Woodford said, “The old method of shouting orders was most
importantly hard on the servers,
who might have to shout for the
entirety of a shift.” In addition, it
was often hard for customers to

SLUG

continued from page 2
Lawrence to allow for more networking opportunities.
The two-day conference will
also include a beer and gourmet soda tasting from Stone
Cellar Brewpub, a showing of the
Greenhorns Project Documentary,
live music by student and guest
bands and a keynote speech by
Will Allen from Growing Power,
Inc.
“We’re [also] having a series

hear orders being called out in the
crowded, noisy room.
In response to this problem,
the project was completed with the
cooperation of the campus center
staff and Bon Appétit. Bon Appétit
is responsible for the music programming and pays the monthly
service fee as a part of its business
expenses.
Woodford, who already worked
in the Warch Center, explained, “I
installed the current sound system
in the café using mainly equipment
the University already owned, and
along the way we decided to use
the system for both orders and
music.”
While working on the sound
system, Woodford “suggested we
put in the capabilities for music,
and it was discussed with management.” After some discussion, the
idea came to be a reality.

of discussion sessions on the
second day [of the conference],”
said Patterson. “I think it will be
a really great opportunity for students from Lawrence and from
other schools to learn about different ways of doing things. It is a
great way to get all these colleges
who share a lot of things in common to start talking to each other
and to integrate.”
The topics of these discussions have yet to be determined,
allowing students to suggest topics online. To suggest a topic,
students are encouraged to visit

The music now heard in the
café is provided by an outside
music service, Muzak Holdings,
LLC. Woodford described Muzak as
“a major player in the commercial
music business,” and explained
that the company “ensures that
[the artists whose music is played]
are properly compensated for their
work.” Bon Appétit has entered
into a five-year contract with the
company, ensuring that this entertainment is here to stay.
“Muzak offers the capability
to break the day up into different
sections, where any number of
nearly 100 genres can be played.
That’s why you might hear jazz
in the morning, and singer/songwriter tunes in the afternoon —
so it’s been a constant tinkering
to get the music dialed in,” said
Woodford.
Although the new system is

http://www.lawrence.edu/sorg/
slug/discussionsuggestion.htm.
Said Jakobson, “One of the
goals of this conference is for
students to come away with a
new drive and sense of confidence that they can really do
whatever they want.”
“This is a great opportunity
for students to understand the
opportunities they have to do
something completely different
in the college setting that isn’t
already prescribed,” Jakobson
continued.
He noted, “Even if they aren’t

open to suggestions from other
students, Woodford emphasized,
“We want to portray our school
in the best possible light. It is
definitely a café, and is going to
stay that way. We want to keep
the atmosphere as a refreshing as
possible.”
To retain a calm atmosphere,
Woodford noted, “We can switch
genres to play music in line with
the mood of the café at the time,
whether it be studying or trying
to wake up before class in the
morning.”
Much of the music played is
in the singer/songwriter genre,
although genres of jazz, folk and
some bluegrass have been used
as well.
The sound system was not
originally installed when the
campus center was constructed,
because it was felt that the installa-

completely interested in sustainable organic agriculture, a lot of
the projects being presented on
are things that require students
to go through conversations with
various levels of administration
and work with other students
or community members. Things
that other students are interested
in that are not necessarily related
to agriculture still follow similar
paths.”
Registration for the SISA conference is free for Lawrentians,
but it is mandatory that students
register online before March 11 in

tion of speakers would encourage
blaring loud music not conducive
to a relaxing study environment.
Woodford reflected, “While
we’ll never be able to please everyone all the time, it is my hope that
the music adds warmth and a better environment to the café.”
Beginning in early March,
music will also be played in Kate’s
Corner Store. Any comments or
suggestions on the music should
be directed towards Bon Appétit
on one of the comment cards available in the café, Kate’s and at the
entrance to Andrew’s Commons.
A survey on the new music will
be available within the next several months in order to gain more
insight on the community’s preferences.

order to attend.
To register, please visit
http://www.lawrence.edu/sorg/
slug/lawrenceregistration.htm.
A complete itinerary is available at http://www.lawrence.
edu/sorg/slug/conferenceinfo.
htm and students are encouraged
to contact garden@lawrence.edu
with any questions about the
SISA conference.
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I hereby reaffirm: the world is full of people
Adam Cox

for The Lawrentian

Editor’s note: “I hereby reaffirm,” a new corner of the The
Lawrentian, aims to foster a campus-wide dialogue about personal
belief. What do you believe? Think
about it, write it down, and send it
to lawrentian@lawrence.edu
I’ve always loved traveling, and
when I was young the experience
of navigating an airport always had
an exciting “us vs. them” feel —
exciting because in order to board
the plane one had to overcome all
kinds of incomprehensible obstacles.
Arriving at the airport was an
entrance to the battlefield of the
individual’s war against nonsensi-

cal rules and those who enforce
them. This is a familiar struggle;
everybody has horror stories and
battle scars.
Because of this, early on I came
to see airports as a modern-day
rite of passage. Negotiating all
those rules and deadlines sans
parents or chaperones seemed like
a good way to tell society “I can
take care of myself.”
This seemed okay for a while,
until I realized that it’s still just a
submission to protocol, and isn’t
asserting yourself about anything
more than following rules? My
interest in faceless regulations
began.
For these reasons, I found the
idea of Airhitch, a system by which
people effectively hitchhike on
commercial airplanes in order to

fly cheaply, to be very appealing. It
offered a way to break down that
barrier between the plane and I, to
circumvent the feeling of “them.”
In the end, dealing with the
Airhitch staff was extremely
time-consuming and infuriating,
but it did lead me to an AirIndia
last-minute ticket office in the
Frankfurt airport, facing an amiable man who said with a look
at his computer and a delectable
German accent, “You want to go
to Chicago today? Let’s see… 675
euro? We can do better than that…
how about 430?”
You see, to me the process
of growing up is a constant and
concerted effort to demystify the
world and the rules we take for
granted, and that German man
who treated the airline industry

with a shrug and sly smile did a lot
for my 18-year-old self. As part of
“them” he didn’t amount to much,
but when he became a person, that
impenetrable wall of air-travel protocol started to melt.
In the U.S. today, we try to
make life easier for ourselves by
complaining. We complain about
professors, bosses and security
guards, and allowing ourselves to
use those general terms makes it a
carefree endeavor.
We make it easy to blame
“them,” but by doing that we are
actually disempowering ourselves.
By drawing a dichotomy between
“us” and “them,” we remove ourselves from the realm in which we
can actually solve our problems.
Sadly, this gives us more to complain about.

When we’re young, we spend a
lot of time learning how to follow
rules — social rules, school rules.
But eventually we must come to
a point where the question is not
how to follow them, but why they
are there. This is an unanswerable
question if you continue to see
the world as a mystical place of
unfounded obstacles.
To me, becoming an individual
is not about opposing yourself with
society, but about seeing where
you fit in. It’s about realizing that
there are far less of “them” in the
world than we all tend to think. In
this way, the world becomes not an
intimidating place, but one that’s
just full of people.

Ask a fifth-year: understanding the Lawrence Look-around

Evan Williams
Columnist

Dear Evan,
The other day, I saw two
upperclassmen talking in Andrew
Commons and one said, “Wait, let
me do the Lawrence Look-around.”
He then got up, looked around the
room, sat down again and started
speaking in a hushed voice. What
was that all about?
Sincerely,
—Secrets! Everywhere!

Hi Secrets! What you saw was
“the Lawrence Look-around.”
Judging by what followed the
Look-around, the upperclassman
was employing it for its most common use — gossiping.
Obviously, LU is a small place.
It’s a good chance that you know,
know of or at least have seen a
large portion of the student body.
If you tell a secret or spread a
rumor, chances are that it will
reach half of the campus within a
couple of weeks.
In a larger school, if you’re
careful, gossiping can be done
safely without the subject of the
rumor ever knowing you were a
part the juicy story’s journey. At
Lawrence, however, the small student body means that you can be
caught mid-rumor by the very person you are talking about. That is
where the Lawrence Look-around
comes in handy.
Now I know what you’re thinking: “Evan, gossiping is bad. If
you don’t want to get caught, just
stop talking about people behind
their back.” Well, everybody does
it, even when they think they don’t.

But even if you actually don’t
gossip, it’s best to know how to
protect yourself, because we all
know abstinence-only education
doesn’t work. So get off your high
horse and listen well!
The first step in performing a
successful Look-around is to know
your surroundings. If you are in
New Downer — a.k.a. Downer 2.0,
a.k.a. Andrew Commons — then
usually, a 360-degree survey of the
room will suffice. However, if you
are sitting next to the translucent
glass in the raised VIP Restricted
Section, then it’s important to look
over the glass as well.
The Conservatory is especially
tricky. The Escher-esque architecture of the basement lobby or
the corners of the practice room
area can conceal unwanted ears.
I personally will get up and walk
around these areas to make sure
it is safe. To all my Connie readers, you cannot continue to be
a music major without learning
the Lawrence Look-around! Search
your feelings; you know it to be
true.
It is also important to announce

that you are doing the Lawrence
Look-around. I have never seen a
Look-around performed without
the looker or listener acknowledging that the Look-around has
happened, is about to happen or
should performed. Doing a Lookaround without stating so makes
you look paranoid, and as we all
know, appearances are everything.
But the Look-around does not
only have to be used for gossiping.
If you have something important
to tell a friend about yourself that
you don’t want anyone else to hear
— otherwise known as a “secret”—
then the Look-around is essential
before starting the conversation.
But as I mentioned earlier, rumors
spread like a California wildfire at
LU. If you tell the wrong person,
it doesn’t matter how good your
Look-around is.
The Look-around can also be
employed for visual identification.
This is a more advanced technique,
so practice is necessary before performing it in public.
Here is how it works. Say you
are in New Downer and you and a
friend are talking about an attrac-

tive person, but you do not know
the person or remember their face.
Your friend tells you, however,
that they are nearby.
If you are facing 6 o’clock and
the person you need to see is at
12 o’clock, you should turn your
entire upper body around to 3
o’clock and scan the room slowly
while turning back to 6 o’clock.
If the person or someone else
spots you doing this version of the
Look-around, then do not panic.
Simply give a small smile and an
optional slight nod as you continue to turn.
As you can see, the Lawrence
Look-around can be used for good
as well as for ill. It is a powerful tool to make sure that “frienemies” don’t turn into enemies.
But remember, “with great power
comes great responsibility.”
Once you become a Lookaround master, you must train
padawans and n00bs alike in its
ways. That way, we can continue
pretending that we all like each
other in peace and harmony.

CHECK OUT THE NEW WEBSITE
w w w . l a w r e n t i a n . c o m
The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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The secret lives of our profs:

Associate Professor of Theatre Arts and James G. and Ethel M.
Barber Professor of Theatre and Drama Kathy Privatt
Andrew Kim
for The Lawrentian

After receiving her Bachelor
of Science degree in education,
Associate Professor of Theater
Arts and James G. and Ethel M.
Barber Professor of Theater and
Drama Kathy Privatt underwent
an ordeal of a year teaching
theater and speech at a smalltown high school with severe
drug problems.
Leaving shortly thereafter, she
spent eight years “doing jobs
that paid bills and doing theater
work on the side,” before returning to school to take her interest
in theater further. She received
her doctorate in theater from the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Now at Lawrence, Privatt is
currently directing Niccolo
Machiavelli’s “The Mandrake,” a
Renaissance comedy adapted by
Timothy Troy to be set in 1960s
America.
AK: How would you compare the
experiences of acting in a play
to working with student actors?
KP: I would say that both are cre-

ative processes. In every single
performance of mine, I listen
to what other characters say
to me and I modify what I give
them back. The same is very
much true when I’m working
with student actors. I am going
to be watching what’s happening
and adjust accordingly to what
I see happening. Everything is
in response to what I saw. So I
think teaching and directing is,
to a certain extent, acting — in
the sense that good acting is
responding — and that’s also
good teaching and good directing.

on. It’s one of my favorite time
periods. I just really enjoy the
intersection between theater and
the time period they’re trying
to express — that’s one of the
chief joys from working on “The
Mandrake” right now.
AK: Apparently you are the
“doyenne” of the Alexander
Technique here at Lawrence.
KP: It’s true! I have the certificates here to prove it!

AK: Is there a genre of theater
that you’re partial to?

AK: You focus on how actors
should be aware of their bodies.
How does that impact your life
outside of acting? Does it make
you hypersensitive, in a way?

KP: The very honest answer
would be whatever I’m directing right now. Beyond that, my
special area has always been
American theater. I’m very fond
of theater from the ‘30s, partially because so much of it is
political — and I enjoy political theater — but also partially
because there’s a certain kind
of romance to it. There’s a bit of
the rose-colored glasses going

KP: Yeah, I can understand how
you might think it might, but in
a lot of ways it’s the exact opposite. I started taking Alexander
lessons because an acting coach
in my master’s program said to
me, “I think you might enjoy
this. It will help you quit trying
to do everything right.” What he
was talking about was that the
technique lets you pay attention
to the information your body is

giving you all the time. If I can
change the way I look at the
world so that I can include some
of that information, it actually
minimizes the number of times
I get startled by “Oh my gosh, I
have a cramp in my lower back.
Why?” So it invites you to change
your perspective to something
that’s a little bit wider. It actually kind of mellows things out
a bit. It’s not like the technique
is going to say, “Don’t move that
way”; it opens back up the possibilities to what you can do.

up to me afterwards and told
me that I made him cry. And my
daddy… not publicly expressive,
if you know what I’m saying,
so… pretty powerful stuff.

AK: Looking at your acting
career, what would you say has
been your favorite role to play?

KP: Any time you approach a
character, look for the things
that do resonate. There’s probably always something that you
can connect to that you can
understand at some level. The
other advice I would give, with
a caveat, is… to watch people.
Allow yourself to take the imaginative journey of “so I don’t
know them, but what do I imagine when I watch them?” And
try them on. That sounds a lot
like stalking, but that’s not the
intent. So I would say… stalk
people appropriately, and don’t
get caught.

KP: Oh, yikes. That’s hard. I guess
if I had to narrow it down to one,
it would be Kate in “Dancing at
Lughnasa.” She’s very trapped,
and partially by her doing. She
has so many restrictions for
what’s acceptable behavior and
what’s not. 25 percent of my
ancestry is Irish, so there’s a tie
there… and it was a generation
that wasn’t so far removed from
me. And that was one that my
folks got to see. My daddy came

AK: Going off of that, it’s pretty
obvious that real life is integral
to theater. For student actors
you work with who might not
have the same breadth of life
experiences you might have,
what would you give them as
advice in this endeavor to reflect
life?

An informal chat with star soprano, Measha Brueggergosman
David Rubin
Co-Features Editor

The Artist Series continued Feb.
9 with a recital by world-famous
soprano Measha Brueggergosman.
Brueggergosman, whose recording
of Wagner’s “Wesendock Lieder”
was recently nominated for a
Grammy, is currently in the midst of
a recital tour to promote her latest
album for Deutsche Grammophon,
“Night and Dreams.” She was kind
enough to sit down with the The
Lawrentian — in Harper Hall’s
green room, or, as she dubbed it,
“the place where instruments go to
die” — for a chat about all things
classical music.
DR: Tell me about your concert
life.
MB: This season I have a mix of
opera and concerts, while simultaneously touring for the “Night
and Dreams” album that Justus
[Zeyen] and I recorded, which has
been nominated for a Juno —
the Canadian equivalent of the
Grammys. The other album that
came out this year was my recording with the Cleveland Orchestra,
which was nominated for a
Grammy. So that’s exciting! This
weekend we’ll find out. It’s a pretty
hard-hitting category, but I’m just
thrilled to have been nominated.
That’s so not a cliché. It’s true.
When you find out... it’s neat!
DR: For how many weeks out of
the year are you traveling?
MB: I’m no longer under the misconception that a full calendar is a
good calendar... but my calendar is

quite full. I probably haven’t been
home since March. But that doesn’t
mean I don’t try to take advantage
of the places where I’m working. [I drove] through the Rockies
this year, I went trekking through
the Venezuelan jungle this year, I
became a Bikram yoga teacher this
year. I would say to any people
who endeavor to have a career in
the arts: make sure that you take
the time to be an actual, active
member of society, instead of just
living in your bubble.
DR: Are there any artists — living
or dead — who you particular look
up to, or who inform you artistic
vision?
MB: I’d say Ella Fitzgerald. I think
she was pretty special. I also find
songwriters very fascinating. I’ve
had the privilege of meeting James
Taylor, Joni Mitchell, Leslie Feist
and Jann Arden — two amazing
Canadian songwriters — and Sarah
[McLachlan], of course. It’s amazing to me that they have all of that
inside their souls and bodies and
heads and hearts. I also very much
look up to David Miles — a wonderful maritime singer-songwriter
from my hometown — who is just
off the radar enough that your
hipster readers will probably very
much enjoy discovering him. It —
songwriting — is just a muscle I
don’t have, so I revere it.
DR: How do you conceive of your
role as an artist in today’s society?
You mentioned not getting stuck
in the “bubble.” Can you elaborate
on that?
MB: Classical music has kind of

segregated itself from the mainstream. I think that’s unfortunate.
I don’t think that the majority
of the classical music industry is
taking advantage of the modern conveniences allowed to us
- social networking, iTunes, etc.
It’s a question of making ourselves
accessible. In the context of what
we’re doing, we should have as our
focus: reaching people with classical music.
I think that’s true in all things.
I think music is one of the few
sustainable solutions that actually
bring people together. I think that
the nature of the process of making classical music is so hard that
it’s easy to focus on just that. The
whole program that I sang last
night — that doesn’t just happen.
It’s not like I just show up. That’s
not what this music deserves.
There has to be a balance
between keeping this music alive
— being a keeper of the grail, so to
speak — and inviting people into
the experience. One thing that is
great about classical music is that
it is an experience. It is a reverential art form, but it meets people
where they are. I think that might
be something that isn’t always
known by the greater public. There
has to be give on both sides.
DR: One of our music history
professors, Julie McQuinn, often
asks the following as a “sign-in
question.” Drumroll, please? [Note:
Brueggergosman kindly mimed a
drumroll.] Which composer would
you want to sit down and have a
beer with?
MB: It’s not a small gift, to be able
to speak to a composer. I think
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I would go with either Strauss,
Berg or Schoenberg. That whole
early-20th-century group of guys.
It would have been neat to be at
one of their salon parties.
Erik Satie hosted parties where
he would premier background
music. The music would come on,
the party would stop and listen,

and he’d be like “No, no, keep talking! It’s for the background!” You
know what I mean? These kind of
experimental guys.
And Brahms... I would have
fallen in love with Brahms. I don’t
know if I would have been barking
up the wrong tree, but... I would
have loved Brahms.
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Across the pond: Sea, sand and a foreign language
Stephen Exarhos
Former Sports Editor

Last week, we Lawrentians
studying at the London Centre
were given 10 days off from class,
and, naturally, each of the 12 of
us seized the opportunity to travel
across Europe and even to Africa
for some.
Now that we have returned,
we have all exchanged stories and
experiences, and it is remarkable
to me the diversity of where some
of us have been. Annie, Lauren and
Katie went to Spain and Morocco;
Matt went to Spain, Belgium and
France; Emily went to Scotland
and Wales; Mia and Andrew went
to Norway, Holland and Wales; Joe
went to the Czech Republic and
Italy; Laurel went to Italy then the
Czech Republic; Allison went to
Greece and the Czech Republic;
and lastly, Adam and I went to
Greece and Italy.
I must say that in Greece, particularly in Crete, I was the happiest I have been in a long time, so
I will share my experience there.
Greek is not an easy language
to read, much less comprehend
and speak. Hence, as you might
imagine, Adam and I were rather
intimidated after stepping off our
British Airways flight and into this
completely foreign place.
In Athens, though, rather than
being overcome by all things foreign to us, everything fell into
place. Our hostel was superb, all
the people we met were nice and
the weather was beautiful, not to

mention the incredible scenery
and the spectacular ruins.
In Athens, we met a man who
had married a Greek woman and
immigrated to Athens from South
Carolina. He presented an interesting point that I feel changed
my perspective on the trip. He
told us about all the corruption
in the government, the horrible
illegal immigration problems, the
lethargic bureaucracy and further
problems Greek citizens must deal
with. It helped me realize that
perhaps the image of Greece is
distorted through a tourist’s eye,
and not nearly as dazzling through
the eyes of a local.
From Athens, we hopped
across the Aegean Sea to the
amazing island of Crete. Public
transport was quite unfathomable,
until we found some locals who
helped us find our way to a coach
station. We — including Allison
now — stayed for two nights in
the small village of Rethymno, on
the island’s northern coast. Here, I
discovered paradise.
As soon as the hostel manager — a Serb — and the vagabonds staying there with him —
an Aussie, a Brit, a Mongolian,
a German — invited us into the
smoke-filled kitchen for a drink
of ouzo, we started to relax our
nerves and get excited to experience the island about which these
men were so fanatical.
The next morning was our first
glimpse of the island in the light,
and I was in awe. The entire day
epitomized my idea of paradise.
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We started on the winding, incomprehensible city streets and made
our way to the sea. From there,
we walked barefoot and T-shirt
clad for hours along the rockythen-sandy beach until we stopped
for a lunch of peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches overlooking the
Mediterranean.
After a rather amusing episode
of Adam attempting to clean his
feet in the surf to put his shoes
back on, we decided to explore
the slopes behind the village. We
walked for several more hours up
a winding road into the mountains
before returning to the hostel for
a relaxing afternoon spent reading
on the terrace, which naturally had

a beautiful view.
In the evening, we feasted at
a restaurant where we were the
only customers. The service was
terrific, the food delicious — even
Allison’s fully embodied shrimp
— and especially after the complimentary cake and ouzo for dessert, shockingly cheap. I imagine
that things might be different in
later months when tourism picks
up, but I prefer the quiet serenity
we experienced.
In waiting for the flight back
to mainland Europe away from
my own utopia, I couldn’t help but
think about what the men at the
hostel had said. On our first night,
not knowing what to expect from

the island yet, they told us of all
the people who plan to stay for a
week or two, and end up staying
for years — this includes them.
They told us that in Rethymno,
people have such an incredibly
different way of life than that to
which we are accustomed. There,
nobody would care about citizenship, paperwork or how much
money is in their bank accounts;
they make money in the morning,
they spend it at night, and they do
it all with a smile on their faces.
This, I think, is a paradise where
I can and would the rest of spend
my life.
Also — farewell, Ronaldo. You
will be missed.

From our kitchen to yours Meet the staff: Library Circulation
Anneliese Abney
Chef

Chana masala
This is one of three dishes I
made quite frequently when
I was studying abroad, for a
few basic reasons: it’s simple,
it’s delicious and it will last
you a good week. Plus it’s
cheap — a big plus for starving students!
This version uses canned
chickpeas, but I also recommend playing around with
dried chickpeas, a great,
affordable alternative — just
remember to soak the beans
overnight! Or maybe you’d
like to add some more spices
— ginger or turmeric, maybe
— the dish is really very versatile.
I should confess that, when I
was abroad, the only spices
I owned were garam masala, curry powder, salt and
pepper, so these ingredients
found their way into a lot
of my cooking. It makes a
hearty, delicious meal when
dished up with some brown
rice or naan!
What you need:
2 8-oz. cans chickpeas
1 8-oz. can diced tomatoes
1 onion, diced
3 cloves garlic
olive oil for sautéing
3 Tbsp curry powder
2 Tbsp garam masala
salt and pepper to taste

What to do:
Heat the oil in a large pan
or wok.
Add the onion and garlic and
sauté for a few minutes, or
until the onions become yellow and a little translucent.
Add the curry powder and
garam masala and mix to a
paste.
Drain the chickpeas and pour
into the pan.
Add tomatoes — including
juice — and mix thoroughly.
Bring the curry to a gentle
boil, then reduce heat and let
simmer until ready to serve.
Add salt and pepper plus
more curry powder and garam
masala to taste throughout
the simmering process.
Serves 4-6.
Guten Appetit!

Services Supervisor Cindy Patterson
Tammy Tran
Staff Writer

We often retreat to the Seeley
G. Mudd Library in search of a
good read, materials for class, or
a comfortable environment to dive
into our studies. In the midst of
spending time in the library, one
of the faces we often see is Cindy
Patterson.
Cindy Patterson is the
Lawrence University library circulation services supervisor. She is
in charge of the circulation desk,
which is the main desk in the front
of the library where we go to ask
questions or check out materials.
Patterson is also responsible for
scheduling student workers during
all hours of operation and overseeing course reserves.
A crucial part of Patterson’s

job is making sure that library
materials are placed in the right
location. This includes supervising
students who shelve material so
that they are not easily misplaced.
As the circulation desk supervisor, a day on the job for Cindy is
far from one-dimensional. “There’s
no such thing as a typical day,”
stated Patterson. “Every minute
is something different, and I have
to really multi-task all day. I can
never predict what’s really going
to happen next.”
Some responsibilities that
Cindy balances on a day-to-day
basis include training and/or filling in for student workers, creating new electronic course reserves,
preparing media equipment and
meeting with other staff members
in the library about new purchases.
Said Patterson, “I’ve seen a lot

of changes here in the library in
the time that I’ve been here over
the years. I think the library keeps
getting better and I’m happy to be
a part of it.”
Prior to working at Lawrence,
Cindy was a teacher out of state.
When moving back to Wisconsin,
she came across the opening for
her current job at Lawrence and
became interested. When asked
what she loves most about her job,
Patterson remarked that it was
working with students.
“Lawrence students are really
great,” said Patterson, “and I have
been fortunate enough to have
worked with some really great students in the past 20 years. I’ve
come in contact with a lot of students by waiting on them at the
desk and I really like that part of
the job more than anything.”

EK makes the
best drinks

Photo by Tara Atkinson
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Ought class be dismissed?
Steve Nordin
Staff Writer

Café music
Recently, Bon Appétit contracted Muzak Holdings, LLC to provide music for the Café.
While we understand why Bon Appétit might be interested in playing music as an ambient
background to the conversations held in the Café, we feel that the approach taken was not
ideal.
Students, undoubtedly, cannot be involved in every decision made by the administration or Bon Appétit. However, due to the consolidation of dining facilities and other
services in the campus center, students spend a lot of time in the building and should
therefore play a role in determining its features and amenities.
The student art that is displayed on the third floor of the campus center — and selected
by a student curator — serves as a good example of this type of input in practice. We
think the Café and other spaces managed by Bon Appétit would better suit the needs and
preferences of their customers if new initiatives were the product of collaboration among
students, faculty and staff.
Based on the experiences of our editorial board, the music currently played in the Café
is at times too loud for discussion or studying. Additionally, the paid service which now
provides music to Bon Appétit takes this component of the campus center experience off
campus. While we do commend the student who is helping Bon Appétit cater the music
service to the Lawrence community, it seems there are a number of Lawrence sources that
could have been asked to help with this project before a contract was signed with Muzak
Holdings. For example, WLFM, Lawrence’s student-run Internet radio station, could contribute playlists, programming and media, and the Conservatory could provide recordings of
ensemble or individual performances.
We hope that Lawrence-oriented options like those mentioned above will be considered
the next time Bon Appétit or Lawrence staff make a decision about the services in the
campus center.

Breaking routines: starting something new
Nicholas Paulson
for The Lawrentian

PHOTO
POLL

I’m new at this. Further, I have
no idea what I’m supposed to be
doing — having no experience writing in this manner. This being the
first of what will undoubtedly be a
prolific, expansive, magnanimous
career that will touch the lives and
hearts of many a Lawrentian, I’m
entirely without ideas about which
to write.
Maybe I could express some
revolutionary idea about life, philosophy, political science, history,
mathematics, the culinary arts or
meteorology as it pertains to the
stock market. Shall I make conjectures as to the proper living standards of individuals, declaim the
immoral practices of our government or explicate English pastoral
practices to gain insight into the
world?
As a freshman with over a term
and a half of higher education,
I must say these ideas appeal to
me. Certainly, I could dictate to
everyone my undeniably correct
opinions on everything important
in this world.
As a freshman with over a term
and a half of secondary education,

I must also say I’m wholly unqualified to do so. I feel like any grand
pronouncements I could make on
life — “living is a thing best done
while carrying an umbrella” or “if
you see a camel, the sun will set
tonight” — would fall on skeptical
ears, given my credentials.
I’m doubting the validity of
this article right now. I can feel
myself floundering about with
words, trying to find something to
grasp onto, lest I drown in this illadvised, whitewater rafting trip of
an opinion piece.
And maybe that’s all this is.
Perhaps this first attempt will be a
mess. The fact remains that something is learned. I have a new experience. Either I tried something and
it failed, or I tried something and it
worked. Regardless, there is a lesson learned and I have a building
block from which future endeavors
can spring.
It is a fact of reality that routine is safe and breaking from
routine poses some risks, some
uncertainties. I, certainly, and others, I imagine, struggle with this.
We fall into routine. We go to class
every day and eat meals with the
same people.
Deviations take effort. One
must think, “Today, I will try the

kiwi-banana smoothie, though I
have never before and it may possess a poor flavor.” Following a
similar routine every day is simplistic in that every action has
already been done, and we are well
aware of the consequences.
Unfortunately, maintaining a
routine offers no new experiences.
Despite the allures of schedule
and organization, we are not made
aware of new possibilities by doing
the same things every day. Without
new opportunities, we stagnate as
the only activities available to us
are ones previously done.
As stagnation is hardly a laudable goal, I’ve made a personal
commitment to trying things,
regardless of how poorly they may
fail. I hope you might do the same.
If you examine the one experience that all great writers have in
common, it is that they began to
write at some point. If you consider the one experience all successful soft drink manufacturers
hold as a common bond, it is their
decision at the beginning to start
producing soft drinks. If you look
at the successes of Leonardo da
Vinci, Barack Obama, the protest-

See Routine on page 7
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What song
makes
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no matter
what?
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Privilege.
Social
class.
Entitlement. These are concepts
that are awkward to discuss outside of a liberal arts classroom
or with people of a different
background than yours. We see
the effects of socio-economic differences every day, and yet we
ascribe to an ideology that proclaims “liberty and justice for all.”
In the media, pundits and journalists — difficult to distinguish
these days — bemoan socialist
handouts to “welfare queens” and
government bailouts of bonussnatching “Wall Street Fat Cats.”
The right argues that the
government robs the industrious through taxes to prop up
the undeserving. The left screams
Republican conspiracy to commit
oligarchy. Both sides claim that
the other is contrary to the spirit
of American democracy.
As an American, I am not quite
sure what I ought to value. My
political socialization has taught
me that equality and hard work
are both sacrosanct virtues, and
yet they are seemingly in conflict.
Should I, as the Tea Partiers
claim, base my political opinions
on those of the Declaration of
Independence?
In that document, the signatories ascribed to the “self-evident
truth” that “all men are created
equal”. Voltaire, whose thinking
greatly influenced the Founding
Founders, argued in his play
”Eriphyle” that “men are equal; it
is not birth, but virtue that makes
the difference.”
According to the 2010 census, the richest fifth of Americans
received 49.4 percent of the country’s aggregate income. Unmarried
men earned, on average, $13,442
more than their female counterparts. Non-Hispanic whites had
the highest median income, followed by Asian Americans,
African Americans and Hispanic
Americans, in that order.
It’s clear there is economic
inequality in America. There are
definite benefits to having more
money, such as better housing, a
better diet, more education, more
resources for political participation and better health care.
I don’t believe that I am a radical for asserting that the rich have
distinct advantages in the pursuit
of happiness.
Does this mean that their disadvantage is the result of their
lack of virtue? Am I granted moral
license to pop the collar of my
Polo shirt and use my Lawrence

diploma to shoot spitballs at the
lazy peasantry from my RollsRoyce?
I don’t think so. I myself am
the product of a distinguished
line of Swedish lumberjacks and
Polish/Québécois “dirt-farmers.”
My relatives often remind me of
my humble roots when my youthful elitism becomes too odious for
them to stomach.
My privilege comes from
the work of my underprivileged
ancestors, which is the case for
most of us here at Lawrence. It is
important to note that the classic American rags-to-riches story
reveres the pauper’s hard work,
not his or her poverty.
Welfare recipients capable of
employment are reviled in the
United States. Individual action,
not background, is held to be the
ultimate criterion for measuring
an individual’s worth.
Affirmative action programs
give preference to candidates
from groups that have traditionally faced discrimination in the
work force. Does this make the
majority candidate as an individual any less worthy or capable of
the position? I don’t believe so.
Again, an impasse. How can
American society avoid the dual
de facto sins of individual entitlement and group discrimination
without making one de jure?
Everyone sacrifices something
for the benefits of government
— whether individual freedom
or resources. There is no benefit without a cost. The wealthy
pay taxes in order to secure their
advantaged lifestyle. Members of
the working class give up a greater
degree of individual autonomy in
order to have the chance to rise up
the social ladder.
If both sides continue to cooperate in such a fashion, the product is a robust middle class in
a society that is free, stable and
prosperous. This class gives up
some of both freedom and money.
In return, the middle class enjoys
both security and opportunity for
advancement.
“Deciding who gets what,
when, and why” is the definition
of politics taught in nearly every
introductory government course.
The balance is upset when individual citizens resign themselves to
apathy or are denied the capacity
to fairly participate within government because of their birth.
The
recently
proposed
Republican budget cuts hit hard
on programs that foster an environment of political participation

See Class on page 7

“Boogie On Reggae Woman, Stevie
Wonder.”
—Shea Love

“Raindrops Keep Falling on my
Head, BJ Thomas.“
— Matt Wennerstrom

“Strawberry Swing, Coldplay.”
—Isabelle Skoog
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Reading Rights: books trailing films in advertising prowess

Magdalena Waz
Columnist

The difference between irony
and satire — according to dictionary.com — is negligible. One is
essentially a vehicle for the other,
but I can’t quite figure out how

that works. I thought I would try
to figure out the divide by reading
and reviewing Gary Shteyngart’s
newest novel, “Super Sad True
Love Story,” but I realized that
there was something more interesting associated with the book:
its trailer.
The trailer for the book consists of interviews with authors
and Shteyngart’s students —
including James Franco — who
refer to him as both wonderfully talented and illiterate. This, I
think, is irony because an author
should be able to read. But I’m
almost positive that the trailer
itself is not satirizing the current
state of writing by suggesting that
many authors are not really reading.
With over 120,000 views on
YouTube, I would call this trailer
a success, and even though I was
already planning on reading the

book, it certainly cemented my
appreciation for Shteyngart, who
clearly isn’t taking the claims that
he is America’s next great satirist
too seriously.
And the idea of a book trailer,
while not new, does indicate that
the publishers responsible for this
particular trailer are interested in
advertising literary entertainment
in the same way that visual entertainment is advertised.
Trailers such as this one can
become very small-scale hits on
YouTube, but until the publishing industry has money, we can’t
expect book trailers to appear
on TV alongside the trailer for
the new Adam Sandler movie and
before the new episode of “Two
and a Half Men.” That’s a show,
incidentally, with 146 million
viewers weekly.
Maybe it’s the form of the
advertisement itself that houses

A modern proposal: expanding course offerings
Alan Duff
Staff Writer

One of Lawrence’s greatest
strengths is its small class sizes.
Students never have to worry
about a professor not knowing
their name or being unable to
contact a professor for questions.
Even better, if an advanced class
in a specific field of study doesn’t
exist, a student can always contact
a professor and arrange an independent study.
While this system is great for
the individualized learning that
Lawrence is known for, it would
be wonderful if students could
have entirely new classes made
that allow for group-wide discussions that focus on recent events
and ideas.
Since its founding in 1945,
Freshman Studies seems to have
stuck to a very strict idea of
what is to be taught. Classics like
“Oedipus Rex,” “The Prince,” “The
Republic” and every single work
that Shakespeare had so much as
looked at were on the list of what
was acceptable to be taught.
Gradually,
though,
the
Freshman Studies program at
Lawrence began to branch out
from these classics. Modern literature began to show up with
the likes of Gould, Borges and
Milgram. These modern works are
in many ways more accessible and
more rewarding to read as they
deal with issues and ideas that are
pertinent today.

“Teenage Dream, Katy Perry”
—Arial Garcia

Two areas that could benefit
from new course offerings are
the Conservatory and the English
department. What has been
applied in Freshman Studies can
be applied here. Both of these
fields seem to be constricted to
teaching about a past, golden age.
Classics like Mozart and
Beethoven along with Shakespeare
and Charles Dickens are lain upon
a pedestal that no one else can
hope to reach. These very same
“classics” all share a glaring similarity with the works of Cormac
McCarthy, Lady Gaga and Nirvana:
They are all a form of entertainment. Yet not all entertainment is
created equal.
I guarantee that Shakespeare
was not writing for a university
crowd that was going to analyze
and deconstruct every line he
wrote. He was writing for the most
popular form of entertainment at
the time: theatre.
I do, however, recognize
that both departments are making some headway with addressing modern subjects. The English
department appears to have one
modern literary course a semester
that allows students to learn about
modern writings. Music classes like
Introduction to Electronic Music
also offer a contemporary music
experience. Yet I believe more
modern classes can be offered in
both fields.
Rest assured that this problem
isn’t unique to Lawrence. I believe
most of academia is guilty of this

problem, but at Lawrence it seems
we have begun to take a few steps
in the right direction. I propose a
few more.
The English department, I
believe, could try to pick novels
written by more recent authors
along with the classics. I would like
to learn a little bit more about the
works of David Foster Wallace and
Stephen King as opposed to just
Dostoyevsky and Austen. All are
forms of entertainment. Decades
of students have studied the classics, why not study the moderns?
If I were asked what is the
most similar form of writing to
poetry, I would have to say musical
lyrics. While most poetry studied
here is from the 19th and early
20th centuries, song lyrics have
grown in popularity and can be
drawn increasingly from modern
music. Why not create a class that
analyzes and discusses musical
lyrics, as both an art form and as a
form of expression?
The genres of country and rap
could be compared to jazz and
rock. Music majors could finally
get that writing intensive class
out of the way in an engaging and
group-oriented fashion.
While I can understand why
some may be wary of this idea,
try viewing the lyrics to Nirvana’s
“Smells Like Teen Spirit” or Phil
Collins’s “In the Air Tonight” and
tell me that isn’t musical poetry.

the satire. Maybe we should marvel at the impossibility of a successful book trailer actually making an impact on book sales. Of
course, no satire has to exist here,
but I did a quick search for book
trailers, and most of what I found
is serious, presenting a story without frills and telling us nothing
about the author or a writing
process.
In the “Super Sad True Love
Story” trailer, Shteyngart plays
with his dachshund and asks who
Chekhov is, which suggests to me
that something must be getting
made fun of. And whatever it is,
I’m on board because people often
think of literary fiction as staid —
read in that grating poetry voice
that doesn’t pay attention to its
own punctuation marks. It works
for some people, but clearly it is
not marketable in the same way
as something with of a voice of

Routine
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ers in Egypt, Plato, the cast
of Jersey Shore — though
you may hate yourself for
calling them successes —
their triumphs, as disparate
as they are, can be traced
back to an initial point where
each decided to begin.
And now I am left near
the end, trying to tie everything together like I’m supposed to do. To risk sounding cliché: It is impossible
to do anything if we do not

Class
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for all, particularly public
broadcasting, research and
education. This approach
would weaken the institutional links between the government and the most disadvantaged of its people.
As advocates of representative and responsive government, it is irresponsible and contrary to
any class’s long-term self-

“Play, David Banner.”

“Home, Edward Sharpe and the
Magnetic Zeros. “

—Nick Allen

—Katie Obermiller

“Mr. Blue Sky, Electric Light
Orchestra.”
—Kelsey Priebe

its own.
This argument exists for
film, too. The blockbusters have
to get made in order for that
money to support the little guys.
In a perfect world, the distinction
wouldn’t exist, and in another
perfect world, money would actually get diverted to smaller projects. The only reason many people
went to see “Grown Ups” was that
they saw a trailer, and that movie
grossed over $160 million.
So far, I like Shteyngart’s
novel, and I doubt it has sold
enough copies to gross that much
money. Maybe if we focus on getting books into people’s hands
much like we focus on getting
those same people into theater
seats, the publishing industry will
boom once again.

begin it.
To quote a person who
is famous enough to have
quotes on the Internet:
“You miss 100 percent of
the shots you don’t take.” —
Wayne Gretzky.
To move in any direction,
it is necessary to recognize
that you wish to move in
that direction and decide you
wish to take a step; to prepare for the future, it is necessary to develop as a person
by beginning new things. To
be prepared, it is necessary
to own an umbrella.

interest to actively or tacitly endorse such cuts, even
if it means we must now
pay higher taxes, limit our
personal benefits or accept
greater debt.
Such are the demands
of constitutional liberalism,
stability and democracy. In
fact, the beauty of our political system is that despite
the existence of social class,
a common truth holds us all
together as Americans:
We won’t get somethin’
for nothin’.

The opinions expressed in
this section are those of
the students, faculty and
community members who
wrote them. All facts are
as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions piece
except for the staff editorial, which represents a
majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using
the parameters outlined in
the masthead.
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Soprano Measha Brueggergosman brings gorgeous vibrato to campus
David Rubin
Features Editor

The Artist Series has a long and
storied history. It’s incredible to
think that the greatest musicians
of the 20th century stood on the
stage of the Lawrence Memorial
Chapel: Sergei Prokofiev in 1921;
Vladmir Horowitz in 1930; Marian
Anderson in 1942. Not to mention
a handful of the greatest violinists
of the golden age and countless
other performers.
I hope that in 20 or 30 years,
conservatory nerds like me will
giggle with delight when they discover that Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2011,
soprano Measha Brueggergosman
and pianist Justus Zeyen gave a
recital on the stage of the Lawrence
Memorial Chapel.
And what a recital it was.
At approximately 7:59 p.m.
on Wednesday, I was a skeptic.
Brueggergosman’s three-page biography seemed to list her every performance. A footnote on page five
of the program mentioned that

“Brueggergosman records exclusively for Deutsche Grammophon”
and that “[her] jewelry is by Myles
Mindham.”
There’s nothing wrong with
such rhetorical flourishes, I suppose, but they don’t exactly scream
“self-effacing artist.” Then again, if
you’re one of the best sopranos
in the world, I suppose you’re
allowed to print a dramatic program every once in a while.
But as soon as Brueggergosman
and Zeyen began performing, my
mental dialogue halted, and I was
won over completely.
The theme of this recital —
“Night and Dreams,” based on
the duo’s recent album — meant
that the repertoire was not showy
stuff. She could have titled the
program “90 minutes of some of
the slowest, most beautiful music
ever written for high voice” and it
would have worked, but I understand why she went for something
more succinct.
The recital meandered from

one ethereal set to the next, but
it never got tiresome. Indeed,
the programming made perfect
sense. By the end of the evening,
Brueggergosman and Zeyen had
led the listener through 150 years
of nocturnal music.
The stylistic differences
between sets — the Schubert and
Duparc, for instance — never felt
jarring. Instead, each song group
seemed informed and enriched by
the ones that preceded it.
By the time Brueggergosman
performed her final set — seven
songs by, alternately, Richard
Strauss and Alban Berg — the
experience was historically and
emotionally cathartic; one heard
echoes of Schubert in the Strauss,
and everything seemed to come
full circle.
And what a voice! Rich and
round, never harsh, with perfect,
clear intonation and a gorgeous
vibrato, which Brueggergosman
varied to stunning effect. Several
times, she used a straight tone that

was spine-tingling in its purity and
apparent effortlessness.
As my singer friends would
inform me, however, nothing
in this kind of performance is
effortless, and by the end of the
evening, I had huge respect for
Brueggergosman’s virtuosity and
absolute mastery of her instrument.
But the voice alone doesn’t
tend to hold one’s interest for
90 minutes, so Brueggergosman’s
communicative powers and
interpretive insights deserve
equal credit. Her performance of
Joacquín Turina’s “Tres sonetos,”
for example, conveyed the text
with humor and abandon, and
her renditions of Berg’s “Nacht,”
“Liebesode”and “Schilflied” were
powerfully moving.
Pianist Justus Zeyen played
with fluid command, sensitivity
and a gorgeous range of tone colors. At two points in the evening, he contributed beautifully
performed solos: the second

piece of Schumann’s collection
“Nachstücke, op. 23” and Chopin’s
“Nocturne in D-flat Major, op. 27.”
Brueggergosman performs
barefoot and bows not just to her
audience, but to her pianist as
well. My neighbor seemed shocked
by her unorthodox stage demeanor — horror of horrors, no heels!
— but I thought it made perfect
sense.
The relative informality made
the performance feel less like a
museum visit and more like a
communicative act. That, I think,
is how it should be.
In any case, by the time
Brueggergosman and Zeyen
sounded the final notes of Strauss’
“Ständchen, op. 17, no. 2,” it
sounded as if the entire audience
had, like me, been completely
entranced by these two incredible
musicians. An enthusiastic standing ovation merited an encore,
and the duo obliged with, appropriately, Samuel Barber’s “Sure on
this Shining Night.”

Artist Spotlight: Andrew Green
Andrew LaCombe
Staff Writer

Five years at Lawrence have
given Andrew Green a wide
range of memorable experiences. From collaborating with a top
jazz artist, to studying music in
Africa, to just playing in combos
with fellow Lawrentians, he certainly will head into a career in
percussion with plenty of great
opportunities under his belt.
But before he graduates and
moves to either Minneapolis or
Chicago in June, he is giving his
senior recital this Saturday, Feb.
19, at 5 p.m. in Harper Hall.
Green will be playing a mix
of what he called “legit pieces”
and jazz. He will perform a
percussion-saxophone duo with
Jake Crowe and a solo piece
called “The Anvil Chorus.”
This will be played on a
large instrumental setup that
Green had to build himself,
which includes a thunder-sheet
hooked up to a foot pedal.
Green described the whole thing
as “pretty sweet.”

“It will make you feel like
you’re sitting in a forge and you
can hear a bunch of blacksmiths
working on iron or steel,” Green
said.
Also on the program are
four tunes by jazz combos. Jazz
has been Green’s main focus
since coming to Lawrence.
“I enjoy making music as a
collective thing rather than as
an individual,” he stated. “The
most rewarding performances
for me are ones where I interact
with other people. Each voice
speaks, but together is how it’s
heard.”
Green explained that playing
in a smaller ensemble gives him
a chance to be more expressive.
“Big band is more composed —
in the small group you can open
up and go wherever you want to
as a group,” he said.
Green has played in plenty of
combos and every large ensemble he could fit in at Lawrence,
including
the
Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra and the
Percussion Ensemble. He has
been a member of the Lawrence

University Jazz Ensemble for
three years, which Green said
is the highlight of his time at
Lawrence. He added that the
Migrations concert with Bobby
McFerrin was easily his favorite
performance here at Lawrence.
“It’s the highlight of my
life,” he said of that concert,
which took place February 2010.
“I’ve never known that much
music that well. To be joined
by such a consummate artist
and connect with him onstage is
pretty amazing.”
Green was quite busy this
past summer. He played with a
jazz band that toured Europe
for two weeks to raise money to
eradicate polio, and also participated in a group that traveled to
Ghana for an intensive study of
drum and dance.
“You’re not playing just
for the music or the audience
— you’re playing for dancers
and singers,” Green said when
asked how the drumming in
Ghana differs from playing a
jazz drum-set. “It’s the combination of music, dance and song

Photo courtesy of Brian Pertl

that speaks on a deeper level.
It’s kind of the root of all of the
music we play.”
Diverse music like Ghanaian
drumming was foreign to Green
until he came to Lawrence.
“I think the biggest thing

I’ve gotten out of the Lawrence
program is exploring the influences of world music, world
drumming and music from
other cultures,” he said.

Iris Out: “Blue Valentine” lives up to hype from ratings controversy
Micah Paisner
Staff Writer

When
filmmaker
Derek
Cianfrance first conceived of “Blue
Valentine” nearly a decade ago, I’m
sure he did not imagine the difficulties he would face in bringing
the project to the big screen. To
begin with, he couldn’t obtain the
proper backing from any studio
and secure the money necessary to
produce the film.
After finally obtaining the
money nearly eight years later,
the production was halted after
the sudden death of Heath Ledger,
the ex of star Michelle Williams.

Instead of recasting, Cianfrance
chose to stick with Williams, the
only actress that he wanted for
that role.
When the film was finally
released, it received an NC-17 rating because the male protagonist,
Dean (Ryan Gosling), performs an
explicit sexual act on Williams’
character, Cindy. The rating
spurred much controversy as both
stars released statements referring
to the decision as misogynistic in
nature.
Gosling said, “The MPAA is
okay supporting scenes that portray women in scenarios of sexual
torture [...] for entertainment pur-

poses, but they’re trying to force
us to look away from a scene that
shows a woman in a sexual scenario, which is both complicit and
complex.”
Needless to say, the rating was
overturned. While the NC-17 rating
was clearly an unfounded decision,
it did help the film garner buzz.
“Blue Valentine” tells the story
of the relationship and subsequent
struggling marriage of Dean and
Cindy. On the surface, the film
may look like any drama focusing
on the dissolution of a marriage:
Dean drinks too much and Cindy
is more focused on her career as a
nurse than her relationship.

The only thing keeping them
together is their daughter, Frankie,
and divorce seems inevitable. Dean
decides that the only way that they
can save their marriage is to book
a motel room, get drunk and have
sex. Cindy is not initially interested, but she gives in to Dean’s
request.
The film really breaks away
from other generic films in its
narrative framework. Cianfrance
contrasts the ending of Dean and
Cindy’s marriage to the beginning
of their relationship through a
series of flashbacks. This contrast
is surely a manipulative tool to
make the viewer feel more for

See Iris Out on page 9
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Chicago artist Deb Sokolow’s “Drawings and Stories” opens in Wriston
Peter Boyle
Staff Writer

Keen-eyed students who work
or study in the Wriston Art Center
have probably noticed that no gallery guard has been on duty and
that the galleries themselves have
been shuttered for the past two
weeks.
The three previous installations
— Chris McGeorge ‘10’s curatory
project, “A Roman Retrospective,”
ceramic artist Karen Gunderman’s
“Beneath the Surface” and senior
Jordan Severson’s examination
of Björklunden’s primary artist
in the Kohler Gallery, “Gathering
Perspective: A Look at Winifred
Boynton,” which all went up during
first week — will be coming down,
and three new exhibits are taking
their place, effective today.
The two smaller galleries will
house staff-curated exhibitions
from the university’s permanent

collection. The intriguing new
installation, however, is the Kohler
Gallery exhibit, “Deb Sokolow:
Drawings and Stories.” The exhibit,
on loan from the artist, will consist
of three large, multi-faceted works.
It’s difficult to describe
Sokolow’s art in tidy art-historical
terms. She works in mixed media,
but those words usually conjure
something specific in an art lover’s mind, like a piece by Robert
Rauschenberg or Jasper Johns —
invariably something involving lots
of paint on a piece of disused
furniture. Sokolow’s style instead
co-opts the maddening flow of
tangential factoids that one may
find enveloping the walls of a conspiracy theorist’s apartment.
“Secrets and Lies and More
Lies,” one of the pieces in the exhibition, makes odd leap after odd
leap, darting from an office confrontation to an investigative jaunt
in a famous haunted mansion in
San Francisco. All of the text is

Robyn hits Milwaukee
Ben Levine
Staff Writer

Robyn played at The Rave in
Milwaukee Saturday, Feb. 12 after
canceling the previous three shows
due to illness. The Swedish singer
released her first material in 1997,
and she has been rising in the
music scene since the release of
her self-titled album in 2005. In
2010, she released three albums,
the critically acclaimed “Body
Talk” series.
Singer Natalia Kills opened the
show, clad in leather. She gave
a high-energy performance of
steamy pop songs, engaging the
crowd all the while. The audience
seemed to enjoy it, although the
bar was still quite full.
After Kills was finished, I
thought I saw Robyn come onstage
to set up. After my brain finished
processing who I saw, I realized
that Robyn wasn’t six feet tall with
a half-shaved head. The person
I had mistaken for Robyn was
Diamond Rings, a Canadian solo
artist that specializes in ambiguity.
Rings’ show was more lowkey than Kills’ or Robyn’s, but it
complemented the music well. He
played his breathy tunes in a variety of ways, and really embraced
his act as a one-man band: He
jumped between guitar, electronic
percussion and solo vocal performance throughout his show. It was
a good performance, just maybe a
tad too long.
Then the crowd began the waiting game. As the clock ticked past
10:45 p.m., people began chanting
for Robyn to come onstage. At 11
p.m., four men dressed in laboratory coats walked onstage and
assumed their positions, two on
drums and two on keyboards.
Robyn then emerged from the
left side of the stage and slowly
walked up to the mic. After making
the crowd wait for almost an hour,
she boldly declared: Robyn is here.
Robyn entered wearing patterned leggings, a half-cut shirt
and platform Timberland boots,
which made clear how comfortable
she is in her own skin. She has a
way of highlighting the physical
strength of her body while also
exuding a quintessentially feminine sexuality. She makes eye contact with everyone in the room and

demands that you look at her.
The show opened with “Time
Machine,” a song off her latest
release, “Body Talk.” Throughout
2010, Robyn wrote and released
music while on tour, constantly
giving her new, relevant material
to work with.
This formula proved effective,
as all the new songs really shined
at the show. Songs like “Call Your
Girlfriend” and “Stars 4-Ever” were
full of energy because they were
freshly made within the past few
months.
Robyn’s dancing also electrified her performance. She is
not the pop artist of the Britney/
Madonna brand who uses hyperchoreographed sets coupled with
backing dancers. It’s all her, and
it’s all in the moment. She clearly
uses some moves as a base, but
has a free-flowing style to her that
is undeniably in the moment.
Her dancing goes from sharp
and robotic, to fierce and tough, to
downright sexy. Although she had
cancelled the previous three shows
due to illness, she kept her energy
up the whole night.
Tearing through song after
song, the show abruptly ended.
Robyn and the band darted offstage after a fantastic performance
of “Stars 4-Ever.” After playing the
waiting game some more, the band
came back onstage, one drummer without his shirt on, and got
back to work. They played a foursong encore, including fan favorite
“Dancehall Queen,” and left again.
As I began to exit the venue, I
pulled aside a bearded man named
Michael, who had been dancing
like crazy the whole show, to ask
him what he thought. He said he
had been waiting to see Robyn
since her single “Show Me Love”
came out in 1997, and that she was
far better than he was expecting.
After we said goodbye, Robyn
came out for a second encore.
She did a beautiful rendition of
“Dancing Queen,” a nod to fellow Swedes ABBA, and closed with
an acoustic version of “Show Me
Love.”
Although Robyn’s style has
changed significantly since that
song came out, it shows how she
embraces her past within her present, and I’m sure Michael was
happy to hear that song he first
enjoyed updated for the present.

written in the second person, and
notebook-style white-outs, jottings, brief sketches and oil paintings fill out the narrative.
The piece is all crafted on
sheets of paper of various sizes
and shapes, pinned to the wall
in precarious order. Small strips
of paper link the larger clusters
together, and in a site-specific
variation, will bridge the work’s
leap across a corner of the Kohler
gallery.
It seems goofy at first,
and another one of the works,
“Understanding Scarface,” will certainly have the more cinematically
minded viewers in chuckles. An
annotated description of an experience with that film, written again
in second person and augmented
with illustrations of Fidel Castro,
Oliver North and Nancy Drew,
apparently inscribes the inner
monologue of a slightly paranoid
Gen-Y slacker on a dark night in.
The artist provides nearly zero

biographical information on her
website, but it’s easy to imagine
that Sokolow speaks about her
life through her art. Most of us
dismiss our more free-associative
ideas, yet the aim of “Drawings
and Stories” may very well be
to document those channels of
impertinent thought. By elevating
these “ramblings” to the status of
art, she highlights the real paranoid anxieties motivating the sillier notions.
It also comes across as very
personal work, rooted in experience. What are you thinking, for
example, when you’re in the checkout line at Barnes and Noble with
an armful of books about detective work? Why did the local diner
shut down? How is it that you still
have yet to sit down and watch
“Scarface,” anyway? Sokolow’s
work captures the essence of these
moments precisely in the details,
the situations coming to life in
minute penciled annotations.

Photo courtesy of Deb Sokolow

The artist will be speaking in
the Wriston Auditorium 6 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 18, and there will be
an opening reception afterward.

Artist Jeff Morin demonstrates printmaking process
Justin Jones
Staff Writer

Although printmaking is an
art form with a tradition extending back hundreds of years and
a vibrant community of artists
today, many outside the world
of visual art — myself included
— have a very loose conception
of what it means to be a “printmaker.” Luckily, there are men like
Jeff Morin.
Last Tuesday, Morin shared his
process, expertise and, most of
all, his enthusiasm with a number of Lawrence’s aspiring artists.
Sponsored by thINK, the printmaking club on campus, and the local
Paper Fox Printmaking Workshop,
Morin elaborated upon his history
as an artist as well as his current
projects and shared some valuable
lessons on “making it” as an artist.
As a native of Northern Maine,
Morin grew up speaking both
French and English and upon moving to Philadelphia for college
found himself in what seemed to be
an entirely different country. From
there, he attended UW-Madison for
his graduate degree and then took
a teaching job at UW-Stevens Point,
where he is now the Dean of the
Arts and Communications College.
Today, he focuses on printmaking, graphic design and book art,

Iris Out

continued from page 8

these characters, but it
works. And it works well.
In
the
flashbacks,
Dean and Cindy are both
young and full of energy
and optimism. In the present, though, Dean is balding, overweight and paints
houses for a living, which,
according to Cindy, squanders his potential. The physical difference in Dean is
enough to tell the viewer
that his life has not turned
out as well as it may have
seemed from the past.
Cianfrance also utilizes

working from his own print shop,
sailorBOYpress.
Before listening to Morin give
an informal presentation to a number of students, I sat down with
Elyse-Krista Mische, founder and
co-president of thINK, the printmaking club on campus. A rather
new organization to Lawrence,
thINK was chartered only last year,
but it has already begun to establish its presence both on campus
and in the community. Mische said
the club’s biggest goal is to “make
printmaking more well-known on
campus and bring it out into the
community.”
Last year the group held
print workshops for interested
Appletonians and sold their prints
at the Alternative Giving Fair. As
for their relationship to Morin,
Mische said, “We work closely with
[Assistant Professor of Art] Ben
Rinehart, who lets us know who is
‘hot’ right now, and we decided on
Jeff because he’s local [...] and likes
to reach out to college students.”
Morin did indeed seem enthusiastic about sharing his art with
the students, and he began by
explaining parts of his printing
process and some of his latest
projects. Recently, he collaborated
with fellow artist Caren Heft on
a series of three books inspired
by Ars Moriendi literature, with a

different cameras for the
two time periods, and the
difference in quality further separates the past from
the present. The flashbacks
have a much more amateurish feel to them, which
relates to the youth of the
characters and their potential — an idea that is revisited in the film.
The musical score, performed by the Brooklynbased band Grizzly Bear,
fits the film perfectly. The
majority of the songs are
instrumental, and they work
very effectively to chronicle
the dissolution of Dean and
Cindy’s marriage.
“Blue Valentine” is eas-

focus on modern “plagues” such as
AIDS in Africa and female suicide
bombers.
“We wanted to look at how
various cultures responded in the
face of these different cataclysms,”
Morin said.
He also recently created a
book based on the journal of a
Wisconsin soldier in a Civil War
prison camp. Working with fragments of text and collage, he said
he “wanted the journal to feel like
the scraps a person might have
to work with if he was really in a
prisoner of war camp.”
Then, he and a number of thoroughly impressed students continued work on a project he’d begun
back in Stevens Point, a pair of
prints he calls “an Adam and Eve.”
He’d already laid down a texture
of found-signatures and had begun
printing the two figures in layers of color. When Rinehart asked
how many colors he might end up
using, he replied, “I have no idea.
[…] I’ll work until they’re done.”
That process-oriented mindset seems a key part of Morin’s
approach to art and also functions
as a key lesson for aspiring artists.
All in all, Morin’s visit served not
only as an introduction to life as a
printmaker but to life as a working
artist in 2011.

ily one of the best films
released in 2010, even
though it received only one
Academy Award Nomination
— Michelle Williams for Best
Actress. The film marks
Gosling’s return to the
screen after a three-year
absence. His performance,
I believe, was even stronger than Williams’, and
reaffirms his status as one
of the best up-and-coming
actors in Hollywood.
Put
simply,
“Blue
Valentine” is a must see.
Cianfrance’s long wait to get
his film to the big screen
was worth it, and he is a
director to keep an eye on.
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Tourney hopes darken for men’s BB
Jared Padway and Greg Peterson
Staff Writer and Sports Editor

The Vikings won a huge game
last Saturday against the Beloit
Buccaneers 72-64 in order to keep
their postseason hopes alive. This
completed the Vikings’ regularseason sweep of the Bucs (9-13,
8-9 MWC), and moved the Vikings
into a four-way tie for second place
in the conference.
However, a loss against St.
Norbert last Wednesday dropped
Lawrence into a three-way tie for
fifth place, leaving the Vikings’
chances of qualifying for the
Feb. 25-26 Midwest Conference
Tournament much slimmer than
they had been before.
After trading baskets in the
first half of the game against Beloit,
the Vikings found themselves trailing 36-32 at the halftime break.
In the second half of the game,
the Vikings trailed by nine points
with 17:24 remaining. This would
be the largest deficit in this tightly
contested fixture.
As time ticked away for the
Vikings, they found themselves
down six points with 9:58 remaining, before Jon Mays hit a huge
three-pointer which started a 20-6
scoring run.
The Vikings ended up tying
the game 53-53 after another Mays
three-point attempt landed with
7:46 remaining.

Tyler Crisman then hit a jump
shot with 6:56 remaining, giving
the Vikings their first lead of the
half. This Vikings’ lead would also
hold over the remainder of the
game, as the Bucs weren’t able to
take the lead again for the rest of
the contest.
The Vikings rode this momentum throughout the remainder of
the contest and led by as much
as 8 points with 1:29 remaining.
Buccaneer guard Michael Horton
drained a three-pointer to bring
the contest within five; however,
the Vikings went 7-10 from the line
at the end of the game to finish off
the home team.
Crisman put together a spectacular performance as he led
the Vikings with a career-high 30
points and shot 59 percent from
the field. Erik Borresen pitched
in with another classic Borresen
double-double with 17 points and
11 rebounds.
With a chance to put themselves in the driver’s seat with
regards to the conference tournament, the Vikings slipped up last
Wednesday against Ripon, losing
a 63-60 heartbreaker as the Red
Hawks scored the final four points
of the game.
The action was tense, with
both teams fighting for a spot
in the tournament and playing
shutdown defense. Ripon (13-9,
11-6 MWC) shot only 37.7 percent

over the course of the game, and
Lawrence was barely better, posting a 39.7 percent mark.
With the score so close — there
were 13 ties over the course of the
game — neither team could afford
to bench its starters for more than
a moment’s rest. All five Vikings
starters played at least 33 minutes, even with Borresen and Chris
Siebert’s playing time limited by
foul trouble, while Ripon’s Scott
Gillespie played all 40 minutes of
the game.
The Vikings took a 31-27 lead
into the locker room and then
quickly scored six more points
on a Borresen “and-one” and a
Crisman three-pointer. But despite
sitting under a three-possession
deficit for more than five minutes,
the Red Hawks rallied and retied
the game 47-47 with 9:21 left to
play.
The final tie of the game,
at 58-58 with 1:35 left, led to a
final-minute see-saw ride ending
after Ripon’s Brad Brooks grabbed
a steal and a crucial defensive
rebound in the last 40 seconds
of play.
The final score stood at 63-60,
leaving the Vikings’ postseason
fate out of their hands despite
another double-double from
Borresen and a five-block effort
from Conor Klusendorf.
The Vikings will return to action
in their final game of the season at

the conference-leading St. Norbert
College Green Knights (17-5, 13-4
MWC). This crucial match-up will
be the deciding factor on whether the Vikings will continue into
postseason play, as, with the top
four teams set to advance to the
Midwest Conference Tournament,
only St. Norbert has clinched a
spot and six other teams stand
within striking distance of tournament berths.
With St. Norbert alone in first,
Grinnell, Illinois College and Ripon
stand tied for second with identical 11-6 conference records, while
Lawrence, Carroll and Lake Forest
are locked in a three-way tie for
fifth with 10-7 marks in conference play.
If the Vikings do beat the Green
Knights, they will finish the season
at 11-7, where they will be joined
by as many as five or as few as no
other teams. As Grinnell, Illinois
College and Ripon are not playing
each other, the Vikings will need
help, as each team can secure its
tourney berth with a win.
As the tiebreak situation
remains incredibly murky, coach
Joel DePagter’s squad will simply have to focus on beating St.
Norbert in De Pere and hope that
the rest of the results fall their
way. Tipoff for the crucial game is
scheduled for 4 p.m. Saturday.

Hockey swept in Highway 41 Series
Jon Mays

The Viking offense came alive
in the second game of the doubleheader, but Lawrence’s defeat still
could not stop the potent Marian
offense. The result was another
lopsided defeat for the Vikings.
Lawrence scored first on Vince
Vacketta’s first career goal, but
Marian answered with five consecutive goals of their own, putting the game out of reach. Nate
Scurfield also scored his first
career goal for the Vikings to cut
the lead to 5-2.

Scurfield’s goal was followed
by a William Thoren goal, momentarily giving Lawrence hope, but
it didn’t last long as the Sabres
scored just 26 seconds later to
push their lead to 6-3, which would
stand as the final score.
The Vikings look to get back
to their winning ways this weekend before heading into the MCHA
playoffs. Lawrence faces Finlandia
at home Friday and Saturday.

Women’s basketball downed by Beloit

who suffered a concussion in the
previous weekend’s games, as well
as senior Kanesha Walker, who was
out due to a death in her family.
Without these two key players, Lawrence was overwhelmed
by Beloit’s deep bench, which provided the extra support the Bucs
needed to put away the Vikings
early in the second half.
The Vikings have just two
games remaining on the season.
After a Wednesday game against
Ripon, they will finish at St.
Norbert College with a game at 2
p.m. Saturday.

Staff Writer

The Lawrence University hockey team struggled both offensively
and defensively over the weekend,
and the result was a sweep by
Marian in the Battle of Highway 41.
Marian started the scoring early in the series with Matt
Williams’ first minute goal in the
opening game, and the Sabres
would not let up.

Erik Borresen
Staff Writer

After a strong start, the
Lawrence women’s basketball team
fizzled down the stretch, dropping a Saturday afternoon Midwest
Conference game against the Beloit
College Buccaneers 77-55.
The Vikings came out of
the gates with a cool demeanor
and excellent control of the ball.
Freshman Cory Paquette led the

Marian (17-6-0, 14-4-0 MCHA)
scored again in the second period, and then added three more
goals in the final period to seal
the game as a 5-0 victory. Aside
from the poor defensive effort, the
Vikings (11-11-1, 9-9-0 MCHA) also
could never get anything going on
offense.
The Vikings were outshot
59-32 in the contest, and were
unable to get the puck past either
of Marian’s two goalies, Justin
DeMaa and Alex Bjerk.

Vikings to a 12-11 lead through the
first seven minutes of the game,
scoring six of her 11 points in that
stretch.
However, Bucs center Diana
Sopkowicz’s low post game gave
her team a commanding 22-12
lead with just over eight minutes
to go in the first half. Sopkowicz
finished the game with a double-double, scoring 23 points on
11-12 shooting and grabbing 12
rebounds.
The Vikings cut the Beloit lead

to 28-22 with just two minutes left
in the first, but the Bucs pounded
the ball inside, scoring the final six
points of the half and extending
their lead to 34-22.
Beloit started the second
half on a 12-2 run, jumping to a
20-point lead after the first five
minutes of the period. Lawrence
never managed to come closer
than 16 points the rest of the way
and fell to 0-21 on the year.
The Vikings were without sophomore standout Nakita Chadwick,

LET’S GO VIKES!

Standings
Men’s basketball
St. Norbert
Grinnell
Illinois College
Ripon
Carroll
Lake Forest
Lawrence
Beloit
Monmouth
Knox

MWC

O’All

13-4
11-6
11-6
11-6
10-7
10-7
10-7
8-9
1-16
0-17

17-5
16-6
15-7
13-9
12-10
12-10
11-11
9-13
3-19
1-2

MWC

O’All

16-1
12-5
11-6
10-7
10-7
8-9
7-10
6-11
5-12
0-17

20-2
14-8
13-9
14-8
12-10
9-12
8-14
8-14
6-16
0-22

MWC

O’All

Women’s basketball
St. Norbert
Monmouth
Illinois College
Carroll
Lake Forest
Grinnell
Ripon
Beloit
Knox
Lawrence
Hockey
MSOE
Adrian
Marian
Lawrence
Northland
Lake Forest
Finlandia
Concordia

16-1-1 19-3-1
16-1-1 19-3-1
14-4-0 17-6-0
9-9-0 11-11-1
7-9-2 8-13-2
4-13-1 4-18-1
2-16-0 2-20-0
1-16-1 1-21-1

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and www.
midwestconference.org
and are current as of
February 16, 2011.
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Sports Trivia
Q: The Cleveland Cavaliers’ 26-game losing streak, though it was quickly followed by a hilarious 104-99 defeat of the Los Angeles Lakers, was a true testament to how terrible a team can
be when an owner builds around a single player… and then loses that player to free agency.
Still, though, the 2010-11 Cavaliers have nothing on the 1972-73 iteration of what team, which
started the season 0-15 and finished the season with a ridiculous 9-73 record?
A: The Philadelphia ‘76ers. Behind the 20 points per game of “star” Fred Carter, the ‘Sixers
managed to finish their February with a shocking 5-2 run — that run would provide more than
half of their wins for the season.
Q: As of writing, the St. Louis Cardinals have somehow managed to avoid signing perennial
MVP candidate Albert Pujols to a new deal — a fact that means that the best player in the
league will likely turn to free agency under the guidance of super-agent Dan Lozano. Lozano’s
fellow super-agent, Scott Boras, is famous for landing his client Alex Rodriguez a contract with
the New York Yankees that could eventually be worth more than $300 million, but it’s less
widely known that in 2003, Boras nearly negotiated the Texas Rangers’ trade of Rodriguez
to what team?
A: The Boston Red Sox. The Red Sox had effectively agreed to a trade for Rodriguez, but the
MLB Players’ Association killed the deal when it was discovered that Rodriguez had agreed to
renegotiate some benefits that had been guaranteed in his previous contract with the Rangers.
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Athletes of the week
by Alyssa Onan

Brad Scurfield: Hockey
Who is your favorite team to play
against?
Whatever team
we are playing Friday
night. I like to take it
one game at a time.
How is playing with
your brother? What
is your favorite
part?
Playing with my
brother is a dream
come true — for
him.
What is your pregame routine? Is
there anything you
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
absolutely have to
do?
I have to jam out to some music and play a little kickball
with Yonner.
If you could play hockey anywhere in the world for any
team, who would it be?
I would play for the Detroit Red Wings, because they are
phenomenal.
Favorite memory from this season so far?
Beating Stevens Point in their home opener.

Cathy Kaye: Women’s Basketball

Photo courtesy of Lawrence University

What has been your biggest challenge this season? How
have you overcome it?
Our biggest challenge this season as a team has been
turnovers. We’re a young team point-guard wise, with myself
having the most college experience of handling the ball, which
at times can be iffy. In practice we do a one-on-one full court
drill working on our defense and ball handling.
Would you rather block a shot or get a steal?
Although it would be sweet to get a block, being 5’8” with
a less-than-impressive vertical doesn’t allow me to do that.
But I do believe a steal would be more beneficial than a block.
You have a chance for a lay-up or to set up your offense where
a block might go out of bounds or back into the opponent’s
possession.

Sports
photographers
wanted
If interested, contact: lawrentian@lawrence.edu

If you could play one-on-one against anyone, who would it
be and why?
Probably Coach O’ Keef. She’s one of our assistants who
loves to help us out by scrimmaging with us, but she always
holds out, otherwise she probably burn us, but I’d still like to
try and play her.
What is your favorite thing to do on long away trips? How
do you pass the time on the bus?
I usually talk with the girls for a while, then throw my
headphones in, listen to music and fall asleep. It makes those
long trips go by so much faster.
What is your favorite pre-game music to listen to?
I just like listening to country on the bus, but when we
get in the locker room the freshmen put on some pretty good
pre-game music, ranging anywhere from Michael Jackson to
Lil’ Wayne.
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What’s on your iPod?
Minh Nguyen ‘11

I just press shuffle and hope
for the best every time. There are a
lot of songs that I never listen to on
here, and it sucks to press “next” 10
times in a row while jogging.
1. The Knack, “My Sharona”
This song has a lot of good
memories. I first heard of this song
in Winona Ryder’s “Reality Bites,”
and it just kind of stuck with me
ever since because I’m in love with
Winona.
2. Evanescence, “Going Under”
I got this from watching MTV
in 2007 or something. I down-

loaded it purely on impulse. I’ve
never really sat down and listened
to it because the whole dark, angry
gothic girl thing is just not me.

5. Weird Al Yankovic, “The eBay
Song”
A better version of Backstreet
Boys’ “I Want It That Way.” Classic.

3. 50 Cent, “Candy Shop”
Great song, hands down.

6. Foo Fighters, “My Hero”
I would jump off buildings to
this shit! Just watch “The Other
Guys” and you’ll know what I
mean.

4. Bon Jovi, “Have A Nice Day”
One of my timeless classics. It
would be on my “get psyched mix”
for sure. Seriously, blast this song
and “You Give Love a Bad Name”
— also from Bon Jovi — any time
during the day when you want to
get out and do something.
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make up for it.
8. Guns N’ Roses, “Sweet Child
of Mine”
Why didn’t this song come up
first! I used to play Slash’s solo
over and over again at least 20
times before I switched to another
song.

7. Eminem, “Just Lose It”
Although I am a big Michael
Jackson fan, I love this song and
the video. MJ’s nose falling off in
the video might be a little bit too
much, but the rest of the lyrics
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